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 The absence of a central argument through which to 
navigate their waves of description, or an analytical lens 
through which to analyze and interpret the myriad of 
details, is a major problem for this reviewer. At times, the 
chapters read more like a grocery list than an analytical 
profile. This issue is exacerbated when combined with 
occasional bouts of awkward writing, blurry organization 
(e.g., health status descriptions jump to include economic 
details; organizational descriptions suddenly expand into 
history), and insufficient editing (e.g., figures without 
legends, and references cited that do not appear in the 
reference list and vice versa).
 In terms of its Great Plains content, a topic of interest 
to this journal’s readers, it is disappointing to see how lit-
tle time these academics spent unpacking the significant 
health disparities that exist in this prairie province. Yes, 
as a whole, Saskatchewan’s residents enjoy reasonable 
health status and access to a reasonably well-performing 
system, but a mere scratch at the surface reveals signifi-
cant intraprovincial inequities (e.g., north to south, rural 
to urban to inner city, Indigenous to non-Indigenous). 
These details receive far too little attention in this text. 
While the very real consequences of its colonization his-
tory are largely ignored, so too is the province’s unique 
Medicare history. This distinction is mentioned, but the 
authors shy away from any substantive analysis of it. 
For example, they could examine how its unique social-
democratic and agrarian heritage exerts influence over 
the modern system or the reforms they describe.
 Given how much this text relies on annual statistics, it 
will quickly date, and I expect the authors will consider 
a second edition. Perhaps at that time they will feel ready 
to move beyond the necessary but not sufficient step of 
description and attend to more substantive and analytical 
issues. Such an edition I would look forward to reading. 
Kelly Chessie, Interdisciplinary Studies, University of 
Saskatchewan.
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 According to Brian McCall, a Republican member of 
the Texas House of Representatives since 1991, the gover-
norship of Texas is an office designed for individuals with 
the ability to project power in creative ways—beyond 
the mere execution of expressed authority, and with 
the complementary skill of a strong vision-casting and 
agenda-setting leadership style. Put another way, in The 
Power of the Texas Governor: Connally to Bush, McCall, 
who equates power to “a social game,” boldly claims that 
the Texas governorship stands as among the best labora-
tories for any study of human behavior. McCall attempts 
to use that laboratory to make a claim about the effec-
tiveness and legacies of the men and women who have 
served in the highest elected office in the Lone Star State 
since 1962, current Texas Governor Rick Perry excluded. 
Ultimately, however, what the reader gets is a reasonably 
objective, but reasonably safe, simple, and superficial 
overview of eight Texas governors, their political times, 
and their political legacies.
 At the heart of McCall’s premise is that the governorship 
of Texas is, by design, a weak office, but that those elected 
to the office demonstrate their power by setting legislative 
agendas and by casting a vision for what citizens and their 
representatives should prioritize. McCall’s premise and 
subsequent arguments make sense. He is insightful and 
makes a nice contribution to the literature of modern Texas 
politics simply by trying to understand the office of gover-
nor within the broader state and national political contexts. 
What is disappointing is that apart from this premise and 
his main argument, however, McCall’s chapters seem less 
focused on supporting these claims and are, at times, dis-
organized. Instead of offering eight successive case studies 
consistently focused on assessing varying uses of power, 
he treats the reader to a series of interesting anecdotes and 
insights into personality quirks, ironic and amusing quota-
tions, tales from the campaign trail, and somewhat random 
snippets on administration goals, policies, and achieve-
ments. The chapters are disappointingly thin, though this 
may be the product of restrictions placed on the author 
by his publisher. The chapters on John Connally, Preston 
Smith, and Dolph Briscoe are especially slim, while Mc-
Call’s treatments of Bill Clements, Mark White, and Ann 
Richards provide more evidentiary meat and seem more 
closely related to his objective of demonstrating creative 
uses of power in the Texas governor’s office.
 Despite such shortcomings and the occasional error—
including the regrettable assertion on page 46 that Bill 
Clements became the first Republican, in 1982, to win 
the governorship of Texas since Reconstruction (he won 
this important victory in 1978 and lost in 1982, before 
winning a second term in 1986)—McCall’s book should 
be praised for its concision, smooth articulation, and easy 
manner. Texas political buffs should enjoy it as a quick 
read, but scholars interested in a weightier analysis should 
prepare to use this study as a springboard into deeper 
waters. Sean P. Cunningham, Department of History, 
Texas Tech University.
